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Sports page is back:
Clet results from football, 
soccer and cross country, 12
Draft equality: Mdlce
U'07iien too, 1 0
TODAY'S WEATHER
High: 82»
Low: 54»
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VAN DEN BERG Missile Pr o t est
C'al Poly sUkltMirs anJ 
community members 
protest “militarization of 
outer space”
A "
Aero department at C.al 
Poly sends students into 
missile defense industry
By Stephen Curran
MUSTANG d a il y  STAFF WRITER
V'linvlLMilxT)^  Air Horco B.i.sc no 
•'tr.iniiL'r to princNturs, .mJ SauirLliiy 
was no exception.
An«.!, as they Jo  on this Jate every 
ye.ir, approximately a Jo :en  mem- 
hers ot (^ <il Poly’s Progressive 
Stiklent .Alliance came out tor the 
International Day ot Pn^test to Stop 
the Militarization ot (.'Inter Space.
There were noticeable Jitterences 
on the base this year. Where there 
were once lanJscapeJ lawns ureetinu 
the visitors, there are now harriers 
anJ tences illustratini’ the heifilit- 
eneJ s e c u r i t y  at j’overnment instal­
lations ihrounhout the C L x m t r y .
This is the tirst protest the base 
has scon since the Sept. 1 I terrorist 
.ittacks. s.iiJ C'.ipt. T 'm  Knowles, 
JirectL>r ot piiblie att.iirs on the base.
“Hxeryone out here h.i' the rmht 
to be here," Knowles saiJ. "Th.it’s 
one ot the tilings that m.ikes our 
country yreat.”
It is tor these reasons that this w.o
see VANDEN6ERG, page 9
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Hans Anderson, center, confronts a group of anti-military protesters on Saturday outside Vandenberg Air 
Force Base. Saturday was International Day of Protest to Stop the Militarization of Outer Space, and 
Vandenberg was the site of both pro- and anti-military protesters.
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF RefORTS
While some community members 
JeteiuleJ their beliets at SaturJay’s 
\''anJenbert.' Air borce Base (\'AbB) 
sp.ice milit.irization protest, some h'r- 
mer tail Poly stuJents have Kninil 
themselves JeteiiJiny their jobs.
A  tew aerospace ent:ineerin|T yraLlu- 
ates work to ilevelop missile Jetense 
systems .it some ot the largest aero­
space tirms in the country like 
LockheeLl Martin atui IVieinK, Co.
In the wake ot Sept. IPs terrorist 
attack, the PentaL»on anJ other propo­
nents ot missile Jetense systems are 
Kiostinj’ tunJinj; tor missile sletense in 
the U.S. tiseal year Jetense buJj’et, 
accorJinj; to a press release written by 
the Nuclear Aye Peace FounJati»Mi, 
the Nj'Kmstir ot SaturJay’" protest.
1-ockheev.l M.irtin ami iyH.‘inn, Cà>. 
h.ive both benetiteJ tremenJously 
troni the recent missile Lletense tunJ-
ìiìl; incre.isL‘s.
LockheeJ M.irtin’s stivk is KxMmntz 
riyht now, anJ thev have won si-ver.il 
sontraci'- tor n.itional missiU> Jetense 
proj^r.iiiis since the att.icks, s.uil hris
see MISSILE, page 9
Remembering, a month later
By Laura Vega
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Firetiuhter-parameJic Mark 
VaH|ue: was Llownrown ThiirsLlay 
nijjht when a rolling se-a L>t tlicker- 
iiiL’ canJles silenceJ the normally 
testive sounJs ot Farmers’ M.irket. 
AKnit 6C'0 t'al Poly stuJents anJ 
community members participateJ 
in .1 canJIelijzhr walk to remember 
the nearly 6,l.X'0 people lett Je a J 
by the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
"It was Jetinitely inovinL»," 
Vasque: saiJ. “It maJe your hair 
stanJ up on the back ot your 
neck."
The silent priKession JeparteJ 
trom Mission Plaza at 6:50 p.m., 
IclI by ('al Poly stuJents hoIJinn a 
homeiiUKle banner. The banner 
reavl: “ In Remembrance ot Sept. 
11, 2001." Participants he.iJeJ 
Jown C'horro Street to Mimiera 
Street, where tiretiizhters from the 
Caty ot San Luis Obispo anJ the 
crowJ at Farmers’ Market moveJ 
to the siJes ot the street. 
FiretiLthters from the C^ahforni.i 
IVpartment ot Forestry removeJ 
their hats anJ applauJeJ solemnly 
as the uroup turneLl up BroaJ 
Street to heaJ back to the pl.iza. 
The OIJ Mission church bells rann 
to signal its 7 [vm. mass just as the 
procession returneJ.
The event was orj;anizeJ by a
I 'l
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Emily Johnston, 6, from Arroyo Grande shields her candle from the 
wind Thursday night at Mission Plaza before the candle light vigil. 
Johnston came with her twin sister and mother to remember and 
support all the victims of the Sept. 11 attacks.
committee t>t ( 'al Poly t.iculty, st.ilt York tor 18 years anJ worrieJ about
anvl stuJents. The yroup workeJ 
with several community orijaniza- 
tions to mark the one-month 
anniversary ot the trajjic events in 
New York, WashiiiLiton, O.C. aiul 
Pennsylvania.
The tribute was especially mov- 
inj» tor Anny Morrobel-Sosa, com­
mittee chair .inJ interim assLKiate 
vice provost tor .icaJemic pro- 
j r^.ims. Morrobel-Sosa liveJ in New
her rel.itives in Manhattan when 
she learneJ ot the strikes on the 
WorKl Tr.iJe C'enter. She later Jis- 
covereJ that all ot her family w.is 
sate.
Morrobel-Sosa saiJ the silent 
walk representeJ a meaninKtuI 
opportunity tor her anJ others to 
reflect on their own lives anil the
see VIGIL, page 2
A Sl invades campus to get 
out awareness about programs
By Stephanie Perry
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
What is it like living with seven 
strangers in a state-of-the-art house 
tor six months while every move 
you make is beinn recorJeJ.'
Come tinJ out tonight trom 7 to 
9 p.m. at the CTal Poly Theater 
when two cast members 
from M TV’s “ Real W orlJ" 
iliscuss their lives on anil Syrus and 
ott the television set.
Syrus, trom “Real
Julie from MTV's 
"Real World" will 
speak about
WorlJ Boston," .inJ Julie, diversity and 
trom Real Wi>rlJ New education from 
Orleans," will talk to stu- 7 to 9 p.m. at the Escapes, MePhee’s j-ame 
Llents aiTil the community Cal PolyTheater, urea, stiklent government, 
.ibout issues inchiLlinj:
inn, eat ini’ an J seeing tirsthauLl the 
projiMins anJ services that A Sl has 
to otter," saiJ A Sl President Anyie 
Hacker in a press release.
The event is Je siu n eJ tii 
increase awareness about .^S1 anJ 
Its tacilities — the University 
Union, Recreation (Tenter, O ta lea  
Family an J A Sl (ThilJren’s (Tenter, 
and Sports (Tomplex, 
Hacker .iJJevl.
Tents will be set up to 
create "A Sl N'illaye," an 
inter.ictive area where 
students can «et informa­
tion on projirams like Poly
► ASl campus 
invasion also 
includes tents 
from Poly 
Escapes, ASl 
Events and stu­
dent govern­
ment.
L liv e r s ity ,  l i v i n j ;  in  a n e w  
e n v i r o n m e n t  a i i i l  t h e  
im p o r t a n c e  o t  e J i K . i t i o n .
The tree event is part 
ot the .Associ.iteJ 
S tu Jen ts Inc. Campus 
Invasion Tour that statts 
today at 11 a.m. on 
Dexter Lawn. The two-Jay tour, 
which mirrors M TV ’s (Tampus 
Invasion, will continue on 
Thursday in the University Union 
plaza, «iviny stuJents, faculty and 
staff the opportunity to learn more 
about ASl and its programs.
“We’re invitinj.; the entire c.im- 
pus community to spend time plav-
(Tlub Services, A Sl 
Events, Recreational 
Sports ,inJ (ThiIJren’s 
Programs.
Activities such as lawn 
bowling, carniv.il-type 
jZ.imes, a basketball toss 
.iiul virtual sk.iteboarLlinj; 
will be set up tor students. 
There will also be live music and 
tree popcorn aiul lemonaLle. 
S tu Jen ts can stop by the ASl 
Events “tattoo” booth to yet an 
American tlajj tattoo, or pick up 
certiticates tor hemp bracelets and 
the climbini; wall trom the .ASl
see INVASION, page 9
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TODAY'S SUN
Rise: 6:09 a.m. / Set: 5:27 p.m.
TODAY'S MOON
Rise: 4:44 a.m. / Set: 5:15 p.m.
TODAY'S TIDE
AT PORT SAN LUIS
Low: 3:11 a.m. / -0.02 feet 
High: 9:37 a.m./ 5.68 feet 
Low: 3:46 p.m. / 0.46 feet 
High: 9:49 p.m. / 5.44 feet
5-DAY FORECAST
VIGIL
continued from page 1
lives ot all the victims.
“Even as we proceed with our day- 
to-day activities as we must, it’s also 
important to take some time out and 
remember those who died and honor 
particularly those who died while try­
ing to rescue,” Morrohel-Sosa said 
after the group returned to the plaza. 
“Maybe even more significantly, 
remembering those who lost their rel­
atives and have to continue living 
with that loss.”
Maliha Zulfacar, a sociology pro­
fessor arid native of Afghanistan, said 
she felt it was important to attend 
because the event represented unity.
“We should show our solidarity to 
losses of innocent civilians, regardless
of national boundaries,” Zulfacar said 
before the prtTcession.
The horrific pictures of Sept. 11 
and the losses suffered by the victims’ 
families were in 
her thoughts dur- ▼
the people who died in New York 
when the twin towers fell.”
Jeff Bliss, director of Public Affairs 
for Cal Poly, walked with his 11-year- 
old son, Tyler. Bliss 
said the faces of fire-
ing the walk. s k o u ld  shoW  OUT S o l' fighters along the
“It was really • !  v  ^ i r  • route captured his
e m o t i o n a l , ” attention.
Zulfacar said. “1 cetit c iv iU a n s , rcgardlcss  
couldn’t help hut jia tio tia l b o u n d a rie s / ’
think about the
images ... and I MalihaZulfacar
felt for the fami- sociology professor
lies of the victims.
There’s no closure 
to their losses.”
In addition to participants from 
Cal Poly, community members also 
participated in the vigil. Katy Ouse, 
12, of San Luis Obispo said she 
walked in the march “to remember
“I was thinking of 
the stories about 
people who were 
going down the 
stairs as the firemen 
were going up — 
and they said they’d 
never forget their faces,” Bliss said.
Vasquez was downtown along with 
other firefighters from the area to 
promote fire prevention week. 
Vasquez said he was grateful for the 
community’s response.
“It was very appreciated that they 
took the time to do that,” Vasquez 
said.
Sister Mary Pat White of the 
Newman Catholic Center also 
expressed her appreciation after the 
event.
“Thank you for bringing your light 
and your silence,” White said. “ It 
strikes me that so many words have 
already been said, so it remains for us 
now to ... let (the events) transform 
us in a positive way.”
The candlelight walk was one of 
two events held TTiursday in rejnem- 
brance of the victims. The university 
also participated in a city-wide 
moment of silence at 8:45 a.m.
Information on future events 
planned by the committee will be 
available during the year through Cal 
Poly’s Web site, www.calpoly.edu.
. '- V TUESDAY
High: 79»/Low: 51»
WEDNESDAY 
High: 74» / Low: 49»
THURSDAY 
High: 76» / Low: 50»
FRIDAY
High: 79» / Low: 50»
SATURDAY 
High: 78»/Low: 51»
Texas A&M won^t hold memorial for bonfire victims
CPTV puts 
the tele in 
television
By Rolando Garcia
The Battalion
(U-WIRE) COLLEGE STATION, 
Texas — No University-sponsored 
memorial ceremony to commemorate 
the secood anniversary of the 1999 
Aggie Bonfire collapse is planned, 
Texas A&M University officials said.
“Having a ceremony was the right 
thing to do last year, but that doesn’t 
mean it’s the right thing to do now,” 
said Vice President for Student 
Aflairs Dr. J. Malón Southerland.
A candlelight ceremony was held 
Nov. 18, 2000 at 2:42 a.m. on the 
Polo Fields to remember the 12 stu­
dents killed in the collapse.
Although no similar event is
T h a i 5 tu d y  and Internship \ rogram
5 p  ring (Q uarte r 2002
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f r e e
scheduled, Nov. 18 will not pass 
unnoticed, Southerland said. The 
four finalists in the Bonfire Memorial 
design competition will be unveiled 
and put on display, and other 
Bonfire-related events are in the 
works.
“We’ll always remember Nov. 18, 
and the best way to do that is through 
the permanent memorial,” 
Southerland said.
Student Body President Schuyler 
Houser, industrial engineering senior, 
said the feedback she has received 
indicates students would prefer a 
more private and discrete remem­
brance this year.
“We can’t let the week come and 
go without recognizing what hap­
pened, but students don’t want to 
have to relive it again and again,” 
Houser said. “Students just want to 
get through it in their own way and 
not go through another big ceremony 
and relive those painful memories.”
Efforts are being made to put the 
collection of B<infire memorabilia, 
which includes memorial items left at 
the Bonfire site, Houser said, in the 
Memorial Student Center, possibly in 
the Stark Galleries.
“We want to make it easily accessi­
ble, but put it somewhere so you don’t 
have to see it if you Llon’t want to,” 
Houser said.
Houser said student groups and 
organizations are free to plan B<mfire 
remembrance events.
“If students want to do something, 
even just quietly gather at the Polo 
Fields, that would be great,” Houser 
said.
Head Yell Leader Sam Seidel, ani­
mal science senior, said a regular yell 
practice, which in years past was 
done in conjunction with Bonfire, 
would be held the night before the 
ftHitball game against the University 
of Texas. The yell practice will be 
held at 8 p.m.
Seidel said that allowing students 
to quietly observe the second 
anniversary of the Bonfire collapse 
would help bring closure to the 
Bonfire tragedy.
“It’s past, and people have dealt 
with it,” Seidel said.
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Powell visiting Pakistan, 
India, China
NX'ASHINGTON — Secretary iit 
State Colin Powell traveled to 
Pakistan t)n Sunday. He will contin­
ue on to India and then meet 
President Bush in Shanghai, China, 
tor a meeting of the Asia Pacific 
Ectmomic Cooperation ministers.
Tlie intent of the trips to Pakistan 
and India is to calm tensions between 
the two countries so that the United 
States’ anti-terror campaign in 
Afghanistan is not further complicat­
ed. Islamic militants who are seeking 
an end to Indian rule in the mostly 
Muslim region of Kashmir are sup­
ported by Pakistan. Last week, a ter­
rorist attack in the Indian sector of 
Kashmir killed about 40 people.
Pakistan’s president, Pervez 
Musharraf, has been cooperating 
with U.S. efforts in Afghanistan 
against the Taliban government. 
India has been sharing intelligence 
information about terrorist groups 
with the United States.
— AssiKiated Press
International Delta flight 
canceled, two men detained
NEW YORK — A Delta Air 
Lines flight from New York’s John F. 
Kennedy International Airport to
Amsterdam was canceled Friday 
e\ening. .Airline authorities alerted 
the FBI when four men purchased 
iMie-way tickers under suspicious cir­
cumstances.
After questions were raised about 
their travel documents, immigration 
officials detained two of the men.
Two of the men used cash to pur­
chase one-way tickets from a New 
York travel agency and left apparent­
ly false telephone numbers. Shortly 
afterwards, another two men came to 
the agency to purchase one-way tick­
ets for the same flight. They were 
described as looking Middle Eastern. 
The travel agent became suspicious 
and placed a phone call, during 
which the latter two men left quick­
ly-
The FBI has also indicted an 
Arizona man, Faisal Michael al 
Salmi, after he lied to them about his 
association with Hani Hanjour. 
Hanjour was one of the hijackers of 
American Airlines Flight 77, which 
crashed into the Pentagon. Al Salmi 
was a student at the Sunbird Flight 
SchiK)l in Chandler, Ariz. He also 
stole the S»x;ial Security number of a 
fellow flight trainee who had a simi­
lar name.
— ABcr News
Three in New York City 
treated for anthrax
NEW YORK — Two lab techni­
cians and a police officer who were
involved in the invesrigation of the 
anthrax case in an NBC,' office are 
ivnv raking antibiotics. The three are 
not infected and are expected to be 
fine. The police officer and ime tech­
nician hai.1 spores in their mises and 
the other technician had a spore on 
her face.
These exposures bring the nation­
wide exposure and infection count 
up to 12.
Erin O’Connor, NBC anchor Tom 
Brokaw’s assisrant, and another 
employee that was exhibiting 
anthrax symptoms are also being 
treated and are expected to recover.
Anthrax tests on a letter that was 
mailed from Malaysia to a Reno 
Microsoft office turned up positive.
— AsstKiated Press
Test shows ecstasy causes 
long-term damage
CHICAGO — Dutch researchers 
announced on Sunday that the pop­
ular drug “ecstasy" causes temporary 
injury to brain cells and long-term 
memory damage. Brain scans and 
memory tests on ecstasy users showed 
a decreased density in the number of 
receptors for the neurotransmitter 
serotonin, which transports messages 
among cells and affects mixid. The 
most damage was shown fo be on the 
cortical neurons, which are linked to 
memor>’ function.
Tests on former ecstasy users show 
that the brain physically recovers but
that there are perm.inenr and irre­
versible amsequences for memory 
function. Tests also showed that 
higher doses of the drug cau.se more 
severe memory impairmenf.
— Reuters
International Briefs
Africa
K.ANO, Nigeria — On Sunday, 
officials of the northern Nigerian city 
of Kano confirmed that 18 people 
died during two days of clashes 
between anti-U.S. protesters and 
police officers. By Sunday evening 
the conflict in the streets had died 
down, but in the suburbs, gunshots 
could still be heard. The protests 
started as peaceful demonstrations on 
Friday, but turned violent and bloody 
on Saturday. Some of the violence 
was attributed to traditional animos­
ity between Muslims and Christians.
Government troops arrived 
Sunday to help Kano police enforce a 
curfew. Nigeria’s 120 million people 
are about half Christian and half 
Muslim.
— CNN News
Europe
VIENNA — Mice vaccinated 
with a modified flu shot have exhib­
ited a significant anti-HIV response. 
The modified flu vaccine was devel­
oped and is being tested by the 
researchers at Vienna’s Institute of
.Applied Microbudogy.
.Antigenic material in the flu vac­
cine appeared ro funcrion a^  an .mri- 
gen and trigger .in immune response 
ro HIV. If rests on mice and primates 
work, the institute may be able to 
ilevelop an HIV vaccine for humans.
More than 90 potential vaccines 
have reached the human trial stage. 
Since 1981, HIV has infected about 
36 million people worldwide and left 
22 million dead from AIDS.
— Reuters
Europe
DUBLIN — Ten Irish Republican 
Army men who were hanged in 1920 
and 1921 were taken from their 
prison yard graves during a ceremony 
Sunday. The 10 were re-buried with 
full state honors in a Glasnevin 
cemetery, where most of the 
gravesites of Ireland’s heroes are 
located. The men were all hanged for 
murder or high treason during 
Ireland’s war of independence against 
British rule. Thousands, including 
Irish president Mary McAleese and 
Prime Minister F3ertie Ahern, attend­
ed the ceremony. The licen.se for the 
exhumation i>f the bodies was spe­
cially granted by justice Minister 
John O’Donoghue.
— CNN News
Briefs compiled from various news 
services by Mustang Daily contribu­
tor Anne Guilford.
Democrats, Republicans fight over special rules after attacks
By Ben White
The W ash ing ton  Post
(W IRE) W A SH IN G TO N  —
Early last week. Democrats 
pounced on the Republican 
National Committee tor sending an 
e-mail offering recipients a chance 
to “sign a petition” supporting rhe 
war on terrorism.
Democrats assailed the e-mail as 
an inappropriate invocation of the 
war effort and said it could benefit
the GOP politically by enhancing 
the party’s database of home and e- 
mail addresses.
Rut It seems the Democrats were 
looking to do a little enhancing of 
their own.
Late last month the Democratic 
National Com mittee asked rhe 
Federal Election Camimission to 
relax rhe rules on “soft money” in a 
way that might let rhe parry pump 
more cash into this year’s gover­
nor’s races in New Jersey and 
Virginia. Parry officials complained 
that they needed the relaxation 
because they had to cancel many 
fund-raisers in the wake of rhe 
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Republicans didn’t exactly ham­
mer Democrats over rhe issue, but 
rhev urged reporters to look into it 
and made a point i>f saying they 
had declined a request to co-sign 
rhe DNC letter ro the FEC. Of
course. Republicans traditionally 
raise a great deal more highly regu­
lated “hard money” than 
Democrats, so a change m the soft- 
money rules would nor have helped 
them as much.
Meanwhile. Common Cause did 
nor hesitate to spank the
Democrats over their sofr-monev 
request.
“There are a lot things that 
are more difficult in the wake of
rhe Sept. 11 attacks and political 
fund raising may well be one of 
them,” Common Cause President 
Scott Harshbarger said. “ But for rhe 
Democrats to dlaim that terrorist 
attacks somehow lustifv widening 
the soft-mimey loophole is smiply 
not credible.”
.An FEC spokesman said agenev 
lawyers were reviewing the request 
and that a decisum Ctnild come as 
earlv as Oct. 25.
H i m ™
Kick-Offlo Naighbortsood Cooparation Wm K Oct 27—Nov 3. 2001
Lend a Hand
& Make A Difference!
Saturday, Oct. 27th
Volunteer for any of over 50 projects each lasting only 3-4 
hours. Everyone, including groups, individuals and children 
are encouraged to participate.
Food Drives, Painting, Gardening & Much More!
Your Help Is Needed With Community Projects Throughout The County'
To Register Online 
www.unitedwayslo.org
For Information or Register By Phone 
756-5834
Make A Difference Day Is A Community Partnership Of
®  A
â tonMcakeamnv
» 4 db, Wei. Mmb
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4 ,0 0 0  troops defect from  Taliban militia,
opposition officials say
By Peter Baker
THE WASHINGTON POST
(WIRE) JABAL SARAJ, 
Afghanistan —  Ak>ut 4,(X)0 trixips 
defected en masse fnim the Taliban 
militia in northern Afghanistan fn a 
significant blow to the ruling regime 
as it tries to stave off Kith U.S. 
airstrikes from abroad and guerrilla 
fighters at home, opposition officials 
said Sunday.
TTie repiorted defection would K' 
the largest since the United States and 
Britain launched their aerial assault 
on Afghanistan on Oct. 7 and would 
play into the allied strategy of peeling 
off maverick liKal warlords to dimin­
ish Talihan jH>wer. It could also help 
reK'l commanders choke off Talihan 
forces in the northern part of the 
country.
Tlie triHips were led to rhe other 
side hv their commander, Kaze .AKlul 
Hal, in Sar-c Pol, aKnit 65 miles 
stiuthwest of rhe strategic city of 
Mazar-e Shant, where Talihan and 
reliel forces have heen harrlmg for 
control, opposition officials said. 
Predominantly ethnic Uzlvk militias 
in that parr of Afghanistan have often 
.switched loyalties during the civil war 
that has raged since the Soviet Unmn 
withdrew irs failed invasion force
1989.
The defectums could not be inde­
pendently verified and details were 
scarce. Officials of the Northern 
Alliance opposition quoted the com­
mander as saying he decided to throw 
his support to the rebels out of outrage 
at the assassination of their military 
leader, Ahmed Shah Ma.ssoud. 
Masstiud, a legendary figure among 
many Afghans for frustrating Soviet 
forces time and again, was killed by 
suicide Kimhers posing as Arab jour­
nalists on Sept. 9, two days before the 
attacks on New York and 
Washington. Osama bin Laden, the 
Saudi-horn terrorist kingpin who 
operates his network out of 
.Afghanistan, has heen blamed for 
Kith incidents.
Hai’s move followed a similar vleci- 
sion by 1,000 troops in central 
Afghanistan last week to drop their 
allegiance ro rhe Talihan and sign up 
with the Northern .Alliance. The 
enlistment of those mnips gave rhe 
resistance control of the mam norrh- 
south road used by rhe Talihan to sup­
ply Its ftirces in rhe north.
Hai’s detachment could possihlv he 
used to swing oast and help Gen. 
AKlurrashid lAistiim drive on Mazar-e 
Sharif.. By cutting,off the supply Jine 
anif' ‘r.'iliii'fg the region’s main city, rhe
Northern Alliance hopes ro force the 
Talihan to abandon the nonh alto­
gether and flee ro its base in southern 
Afghanistan.
The srrateg>- of anti-Talihan forces 
rests heavily on the presumption of 
mass defections in the face of U.S. 
Kimhing. Northern Alliance com­
manders have been in constant con­
tact by radio with their counterparts 
on the other side, encouraging them 
to come over. CIA and Pakistani 
agents have also K?en tr>ing to pro­
mote defections, primarily in rhe 
Taliban stronghold of southern 
Afghanistan, through persuasion, 
intimidation and bribery.
.At one ptiint, the alliance’s civilian 
leadership predicted that 10,000 fight­
ers would switch sides in rhe coming 
weeks. The moves by Hai ,ind rhe cen­
tral commanders l.ist week total half 
tb.it forecast. .Alli.ince leaders said 
others are bolding off until rcKd forces 
are ready to art.ick rbeir regions.
Tlie Taliban .ippears p.irticiil.irlv 
vulnerable to defectuins because so 
many of its rnnips .ire voting men 
swept off rhe streets by religious police 
ind forced to fight on throat of pris«in 
or death. Moreover, .Afghan giiemlla 
commanders historically have 
switched sides,\y(ien pne apjx'.irs to be 
gaining power and the other losing it.
Referendum voting:
November 14th &15th, 2001, 8AM to 4PM (Cal Poly ID card required)
Polling locations:
Fisher Science, University Union, Dexter Lawn, Ag Bridge, and the Rec Center.
H’H’H’.fees, calpoly, edu/referendum, him
O B J EC n  VE ST A I EM EN T
ASI fees have not been increased in thirty years. This proposal would increase the ASI fee effective Fall Quarter 2002 and is intended for the continuation of 
current ASI programs and sen ices. The proposal also provides for subsequent annual adjustments of the ASI Fee by use of a price index. I he index .seeks to 
facilitate ASTs ability to enhance desired levels of service and plan for the future expansion of programs. Tliis index would become elTective Fall Quarter 2003. 
Below' is a list of how the incrca.sed funds will be utilized:
Fnhance and expand ASI FAents (Concerts, Special Hvents, UU Hour, Club 221, Homecoming) 
Fnhance and expand ASI Club Services and increase Club Co-Sponsorship Funding 
Imhance and expand Poly iiscapes (Outdoor Recreation/Adventure Program)
Finhance Student Governance, Representation, and Advocacy 
Funding for ASI Support Serv ices 
Protect against inllation
CTiirent Increase New "”
Fall Qtr. S28 $12 $40
Winter Qtr. $23 $17 $40
Spring Qtr. $23 $17 $40
Summer Qtr. $21 $19 $40
PRO STATEMENT
‘Cal Poly students must support this ASI fee increase for three important rea-
First, for more than five years an ASI fee increase has been needed to maintain 
quality and quantity of programs and services while fighting the financial elTects 
of inflation. Every year, ASI student leaders and staff are forced to reduce oper­
ating budgets or fund deficits from general reserves, that have now dropped to 
inappropriately low levels, in order to balance the budget among all ASI pro­
grams and services. The general programming portion of the ASI fee has not 
increased in more than 15 years.
Second, by eliminating the financial hardships created by inflationary pressures, 
programs will be able to expand as the campus population grows and demand 
for ASI programs and services increases. FAery student at this campus has been 
touched by at least one of the areas targeted by the fee increase: ASI Events,
ASI Club SeiA'ices, Poly Escapes, ASI Student Government, and associated 
support ser\ ices. All of these programs are very popular and the students and 
staff are eager to expand the quality, quantity, and scope of offerings.
Finally, indexing the fee for inflation w ill provide stability and insure the long- 
tcmi v iability of the expanded programs and services. An indexed fee helps 
future students avoid the financial challenges we face today.
Cal Poly consistently receives accolades for the quality of academic programs 
and the graduates it produces. Students at Cal Poly deserve a vibrant and active 
campus environment that compliments the academic reputation and achieve­
ments. Instead of envying the social opportunities that your friends have at other 
major universities, make them a reality at Cal Poly. Approving this ASI fee 
increase is the first step towards accomplishing this vision.”
Submitted by; Bnan Pennino, College o f Engineering
OPEN FORUM SCHEDUEE
Tuesday, November 6, 2001 College Council Meetings 
Thursday, November 8, 2001 UU Hour 11 AM  
Tuesday, November 13, 2001 Chumash 4PM
CON STATEMENT
The proposed increase to the Student Body Association (ASI) Fee, which, if passed by 
students, would take affect beginning Fall quarter 2002, appears to be legitimate in its claim 
that it will maintain the quality and quantity of programs and serv'ices funded by ASI. How­
ever, it is a proposal idealistically flawed, and at an extra S6S per year and per person, 
students should consider exactly what their extra money hopes to accomplish.
First, ASI believes that the student fee increase holds the potential to impact Cal Poly stu­
dents in two key areas: expanding and maintaining ASI programs and maintaining ASI 
programs and ser\ ices. As part o f their proposal, ASI also asserts that the fee increase will 
aid the projected rise in student enrollment over the next five to ten years and the associated 
increa.se in on-campus p<ipulation. In addition, the document proposes that it will ease 
strained relations with the City of San Luis Obispo regarding the responsibility of the Uni­
versity to f)rovide a full-ser\ ice campus. It goes as far to imply that by increasing funding for 
ASI, students will be more likely to stay on campus rather than “ disturb” the quiet commu­
nity. These assumptions seem to be a bit far-fetched.
Being fair to ASI, which does strive to improve the quality of life for students, it is important 
to highlight exactly what the proposal plans to accomplish. The fee increase aims to enhance 
ASI Events, which includes concerts and homecoming, expand club serx ices, boost student 
governance and representation and improve Poly F.scapes. Though all these programs are 
excellent, the problem is that they only affect a small percentage of the student population. 
What about ASI related programs and serx ices like intramural sports, MePhee's Games and 
Bowling Center, the Craft Center, and Recreation Center operations? Why should students 
vote to put their money into an ASI fee category at all, rather than in serv ices like the Health 
Center or Infonnation Technology Services. If Cal Poly truly wishes to cope with the masses 
of new students coming to the university, we should instead consider raising fees for the 
construction of more dorm facilities, the creation of more classes, and the hiring of more 
teachers.
Not only is the fee increase asking for monc>’ that will not solve Cal Poly's real financial 
challenges, but the increase is rather steep and, in addition, is attached to a continuous 
indexing process. By using the HEPl index, the fee w ill go up each year w ith the rise in 
inflation in order to maintain the programs at a stable level without the deterioration of 
quality caused by inflation. But this comes as an annual burden to students without having to 
seek their approval for moie fee increases.
So, before you vote, consider thoroughly the potential the ASI fee increase has to directly 
impact you.
Submitted by: Erica Tower, College o f Liberal Arts
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New survey shows 
that hands-on skills are 
essential in job market
Company Directory Listing
By Tom Ollila
Massachusetts Daily Collegian
(U-WIRE) - Recent trends suggest significant changes in the workplace, 
according to a survey commissioned by Bayer Corporation in cooperation 
with the National Science Foundation.
The survey found an increased dependence on "New Economy" skills, even 
in "Old Economy" jobs. "New Economy" skills consist of greater adaptability 
in facing a range of problems while "Old Economy" skills focus on working 
hard.
When the survey asked new employees and their managers to select 
between two skills, the answers clearly demonstrated the workplace shift. The
ANC
American Nucleonics Corporation 
(ANC) is a specialist in the design 
and development of receiver interfer­
ence protection systems, beam form­
ing electronics and null steering 
antenna arrays. For the past four 
decades, AN C has delivered state-of- 
the-art systems for commercial and 
government use worldwide. A N C 
equipment provides clear communi­
cations in hostile electromagnetic 
environments for a wide variety of 
user platforms.
CGI
salary, benefits, vacation and Sttxk 
Options, www.cgiexplorer.com FAX 
(916) 772-8101
Career Services
There’s something for everyone at
À
CGI is a rapidly growing software 
company focused on the develop­
ment of Client/Server and E-
Commerce business applications, 
results showed that employees should adapt to work place changes, work best q q j  enterprise business
in teams and continually expand their skills as the company changes. applications for specific industry mar-
The survey found a strong need for increased science education. According j^ets. CGI is currently seeking several 
to Rebecca Lucore, executive director of Bayer Foundation, "This survey's types of individuals to join our team 
findings that tixiay's workplace values problem-solving, critical-thinking and including entry level Software 
team-working reinforces the conclusion that students need to learn science in Engineers. CGI offers a competitive 
the kind of experiential, hands-on way that helps to develop these 'working compensation program including 
smart' skills."
Responding to this, the majority of htith new employees and their managers 
agreed that science shtnild he learned through a "hands-on curriculum." Bt>th 
also felt science should receive equal or greater treatment as other subjects at 
the elementary school level.
Agreeing with an increased need for science education at an early age, Joan Career Ser\ ices. Students can research 
M. Stoia, l')irector of the Campus Career Network, said, "There's not enough 
emphasis on science and technology ... there needs to he more of a balance."
She also explained that many technologically related skills need a strong ele­
mentary through high sch«.H>l background and cannot just he taught in col­
lege.
Stoia also gave a ginid background on the economy change. She explained 
that there was a strong manual to intellectual shift in the early 80s, which led 
to a gtHKl job market for recent college graduates. Likewise, from 1992 until 
20(X), the economic Knim greatly heightened the market, especially for tech­
nology majors.
However, since July, the markets have been going down. While the Kxim 
seems to have diminished, Stoia emphasized that while there was an "easier 
time for getting jobs prior to July 2001 ... the pervasive nature of the new 
economy makes science and technology knowledge very useful for getting jobs 
in ttxlay's economy." She alsti explained that while new jobs may not be as 
available through "expansitm," they will continue to be out there through 
"replacement."
She offered some optimistic news dealing with biology*related majors.
"Especially in Massachusetts," she said, "(job seekers) will still find demand in 
the biotechnology market."
Another useful point Stoia made was her emphasis on "passion," not just 
knowledge, when she said, "I\in 't major in something you don't love and 
never try to time your major according to business cycles ... they change every 
18 months to three years."
Offering her insight on the survey, Laura Howard, l^puty Administrator at 
the University of Massachusetts L')ivision of Continuing Education simply 
said, "This is true." She has seen the workplace change in her over 25 years of 
service at Continuing Education. While she agrees with the survey, she also 
feels both "New Economy" and "Old Economy" skills are important. She often 
finds that once "people are in the workplace they realize that they aren't pre­
pared and can't compete ... and they need skills they can use in their profes­
sion."
Howard also commented on changes in the economy. She said, "when 
times are bad, enrollments are good." She also said "ennillments are greater 
now, but that we also offer tons more programs ... we offer nearly everything 
you can imagine."
Am>ther aspect of the study focuses on global competition. Most managers 
and new employees think that there will be greater competition for jobs from 
students coming from coufitries having stronger science and math programs.
.As a result, more than halt of new employees suggest that undergraduates take 
more science classes, and over 80 percent suggest taking more math classes.
Agreeing with this assumption, j<ian Stoia said, "There is very direct |glob- 
al| competition. Most UMass students don't realize it, but companies set up 
offices in Ireland, Germany, India and other countries when looking for new 
einpKiyeeifv.
careers, colleges, and employers 
through an extensive list of resources.
805-756-2501.
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu
Exar Corporation
Exar Corporation, located in 
Fremont, California, has emerged as 
one of the world's leading communi­
cations 1C companies. We use our 
analog design expertise, system-level 
knowledge and standard CM OS 
process technologies, to address wide 
area network (WAN) transmission 
standards such as T/E carrier, ATM 
and SONET. In our fast-paced envi­
ronment, we strive for excellence in 
people, products and prosperity! Exar 
is seeking Electrical Engineers and 
Computer Engineers for positions in 
Design, Field Applications, 
Application and Test Engineering, 
join a winning team with Exar!
Guidant
Each year students accept exciting 
and challenging internships at 
Guidant. Their outstanding efforts 
help fulfill our mission to pioneer 
technology that saves and improves 
the lives of patients around the world. 
The people of Guidant extend their 
sincere thanks to these outstanding 
individuals. For more information
check out our website at 
www.guidant.com.
NVIDIA
NVIDIA is the global leader in 
advanced graphics and multimedia 
processing technology, as well as one 
of the world’s premiere semiconduc­
tor companies. At NVIDIA, believ­
ing that anything is possible makes 
everything possible. For intern, co-op 
and full-time opportunities, please 
visit us at the Hi-Tech Industry Day 
or e-mail your resume to
myfuture@nvidia.com
Sanmina
Looking for a great opportunity? 
Meet with Sanmina empUiyees today 
at the Hi-Tech Industry Day. 
Sanmina is a “TlER-1" electronics 
manufacturing services (EMS) com­
pany with over 50 world class manu­
facturing facilities. Visit us at 
www.sanmina.com
SRI International has been one of 
the nation’s leading independent 
research and development organiza- 
tiirns for 55 years. Visit our website, 
w ww.sri.com for a complete listing of 
our job openings and to learn more 
aK)ur us.
H i-T ech
I n d u s t r y
D a y
T o d a y !
in Chumash Auditorium, 10am to 3pm
90 +  hi-tech companies seeking applicants 
for career, summer and co-op positions.
All majors welcome!
Job descriptions and further information 
on Career Services website: 
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu 
Check Mustang Jobs for more opportunités.
start making contacts for your future!
Cal Poly, Building 124 
756-2501
Flextronics will 
donate $100,000
'  -Í-* %' '■ r Ä -a*
By Carrie McGourty
Mustang Daily Contributor
Jayson Santos 
Engineering
Ryan Grandfield 
Engineering
Life-Rewarding work 
that matters.
Each year, students from Cal Poly accept exciting and 
challenging internships at Guidant. Their outstanding 
efforts help fulfill our mission to pioneer technology 
thfit saves and iiaproves the lives of patients around 
the world. The people of Guidant. extend their sincere 
thanks to these outstanding individuals.
www.guidant.com
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The Cal Poly College of Enf»ineerinji, often recognized as one of the top 
notch engineering programs in the ciFuntry, has received funds from the elec­
tronic manufacturing service company Flextronics.
Flextronics has donated $50,000 and pledged another $50.000 prior to the 
close t)f this academic year. The funds will he used to upgrade a manufactur­
ing engineering lah and will go towards moving the lah to the new engineer­
ing building now under construction near the intersection of Highland 
Boulevard and the Union Pacific Railroad tracks.
“Flextronics chose C'al Poly because we were able to demonstrate clearly 
that we had substantial inten'st and experience in the area of automated elec­
tronics assembly,” said Mark tamper, who works with companies who wish to 
donate equipment and funds to Cal Poly.
Freshmen students will be able to gain an understanding of the basic 
processes and technologies by which electronic products are built, such as 
computers, DVD players and engine controls on cars. At the graduate level, 
students will benefit because they are provided with an environment where 
they can engage in advanced research and development of tomorrow’s pro­
duction systems.
“C i^l Poly, as is so often the case, is way ahead of most academic institutions 
in recognizing a trend in the engineering market and helping students prepare 
for it. Flextronics chose C'al Poly because we were able to demonstrate clear- 
Iv th.it we had substantial interest and experience in the area of automated 
electumics assembly” said Caioper.
Flextronics benefits with this donation by gaining visibility with talented 
students who have potenti.il to be hired. Not only will students and faculty 
perform advanced design and manufacturing research, but they will already be 
trained and educated about the equipment .ind pnKesses if hired into the 
comp.iny.
"The IMF IVp.irtment .ind College of Engineering will benefit by the 
strength that Flextronics brings to its new manufacturing consortium,” said 
C'lHiper. The Consortium consists of companies such as Haas Automation, 
Melfred-Borzal, New United Motor Manufacturing, C>thodyne Electronics, 
Raytheon, Solar Turbines, Solectron, Toyota and the Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers Educational Foundation.
The Flextronics Manufacturing Engineering Automation LaKiratory will 
be dedicated on Friday, October 19, at 1:50 pm in building 56. 
Representatives of major companies will .ittend and the brief ceremony will 
be presideil over by IVan of Engineering Peter Lee, and IME IVpartment 
CTt.iir Serna .Alptekin. Students are most welcome and encouraged to attend.
Engineering? I 
Social Sciences?, j  
Pharmaceuticals? j  
Information Sciena
disi
We do that!
-V
SRI International has been one of the nation's leading 
independent research and development organizations for 55 
years. Our research has resulted in inventions such as the 
computer mouse and stealth technologies; as well as 
important innovations in education and social sciences, and 
pharmaceutical and life sciences technologies.
Visit our website, www.sri.com for a complete listing of our 
job openings and to learn more about us.
' 4 - -
SRI International it  an Equal Opportunity Employer and is committed to 
creating and celebrating a workplace that is as diverse as the communities 
that benefit from the technologies we've invented.
This is You B.C.O.C.
(Best Company on Campus)
A. ) After running a couple marathons
B. ) After cramming for four years arorth of finals
C. ) After your 100th meaningless interview
Frazzled  by the job search process?  
Take a  look at S anm ina.
As your collegiate years wind down, the job search 
prex^ss can be confusing and perplexing.
How do you find the right company to work for? 
How do they And you?
How does someone And a job that has a future, 
pays well and offers room for advancement?
It's a big decision and you are worrying about making the wrong one,
Wellj worry no more. Sanmina is here.
Founded In 1980, Sanmina Is the only Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS)
company that encompasses:
• design engineering and product development
• new product Introduction
• global materials management'
• PCB and backplar)« fabrication and test
• PCB and backplane ataembly and test
• custom memory snd DSP modules
• enclosure systems
• cable assembly
• complete system Integration and test
• global order fulfillment and distrftrution
• end-of-life product services
Sanmina has offices throughout the world, and is currently looking for bright, talented
college graduates from the following majors;
Electrical Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Industrial Engineering 
' Computer Engineering
• Materiala Science
• Physics
•Accounting and Finance
• Supply Chain
iVe will be on your campus at the Career Fair on October 15.
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ANC has been in business for over 32 years, providing Interference 
Cancellation Systems (ICS), antennas and state-of-the art 
microwave components.We were recently selected to provide the 
Interference Cancellation System to the Boeing Defense and Space 
Group for the CV-22 Osprey T iltro to r aircraft. A separate contract 
was received to provide four channel Interference Cancellation 
Systems to  protect satellite communications links for the United 
States A ir Force. Our continued success in the military market has 
now expanded into the commercial wireless market and has 
created the following opportunities:
Career/Sum m er Position: Engineer III -  detail RF circuit design 
in frequency bands 30-1890MHz for military and commercial 
applications. Product is Interference Cancellation Systems for 
airborne, mobile land, and shipboard applications. Qualifications: 
BSEE degree with major in Communications. Must be a US Citizen.
C areer Position: Math Major/Systems Engineer -  basic knowledge 
of RF electronics with ability to collect measurement data using 
network or spectrum analyzer(s) for use in computer analysis. 
Experience with S parameters and transfer function concepts. 
Ability to use matrix operations to translate and rotate 
coordinates in 3D. Experience with Matlab, C++ and Windows 
interfacing; experience with graphics manipulation. Qualifications:
BS degree with Math major, minor Physics. Must be US Citizen.
Career/Sum m er Position: Engineer III -  detail digital circuit 
design and firmware for embedded processors for military and 
commercial Interference Cancellation Systems. Qualifications: BSEE 
degree with minor in Computer Science. Must be a US Citizen.
Submit resumes to C. Falco at:
American Nucleonics Corporation, 696 Hampshire Road,Westlake 
Village, CA 9 1361 
Email: cfalco@anc.com 
Website: www.anc.com
EX4R
Reach to  the Future!
Visit €XRR's Booth on 
High-Tech Industry Day!
Opportunities ouuait the right individuals ot €Xfìfì!
€iar has emerged os one of the uuorld's leoding communicotions 1C componles. UUe 
use our onolog design expertise, system-level knouuledge ond stondord CMOS 
process technologies, to provide communicotion (X M s  innovotive ICs oddressing 
ujide oreo netiuork (UUfìN) tronsmission stondords such os T/€ corrier, fìTM ond 
SON6T. In our fost-poced environment tue strive for excellence in people, products 
ond prosperity. Join o luinning teom!
CfiR€€R OPPORTUNITES FOR 2002 GRRDS:
Design engineer - Digitol Circuit Design
Field Rpplicotions engineer - Pre-sales technical support
RpplicQtions engineer - Develop softuuare drivers and eval
boards
Test engineer - Debug PTC Test hardujare/softuuare 
Test engineer - Create H/UU and S/UU for 1C test
6xor offers competitive solories olong uuith excellent benefits ond odvoncement 
opportunities. For immediote considerotion, pleose send your resume to: CXFIR 
Corporotion, Professionol Recruiting, 48720 Koto Rood, Fremont, CR 94538. FRX: 
(5 1 0 )6 6 8 -7 0 1 1 . Cmoil: coreer@exor.com Pleose visit our luebsite: uuojuj.exor.com
€xor is on Cquol Opportunity Employer.
€ X R R ,  T H €  B R O R D S R N D  M I X C D - S I G N R l  I C R D C R
Boeing looks to 
recruit graduates, 
despite layoffs
By Charlie Kauffman
Daily Nebraskan (U. Nebraska)
(U'WIRE) - Despite drastic layoffs in the aircraft industry, the Fk)eing 
Corporation appeared at the College Placement Association of Nebraska's fall 
career fair at Lincoln's Pershing Auditorium.
Jody Maxfield, a Boeing recruiter u the fair, said people have a right to 
question the company's intentions at a career fair after tens iif thousands of 
layoffs.
"I'd like to say we were going to hire a hunch of people," he said. "Rut 1 
can't say that right now."
Maxfield said many of those recently laid t>ff were hlue-collar workers, such 
as machinists and welders.
Although the market for commercial airliners has fallen, Boeing's military 
aircraft division is alive and well, with new funding ptiuring in, Maxfield said.
One of Biieing's immediate goals is to heat out other companies tor pro­
duction of a new joint-strike fighter, or jSF.
Boeing recruiter Greg Coady said if the company is contracted to build the 
fighter, more new jobs W(.)uld open up.
"We're out here (recruiting) in the ln)pe that we ll win JSF," Cxtady said.
In Boeing's software engineering department, Maxfield said he expected 
the company to hire only 10 to 20 college graduates this year, as opposed to 
last year when they hired about 80 people.
Boeing representative Lester Lyles said the company diiesn't make only air­
craft, though plane production makes up most ot the Boeing's production and 
revenue.
Other products include systems for communications, missiles and air traffic 
control. In addition, Boeing is responsible for the overall space shuttle system 
and rockets for spacecraft launches.
Maxfield said Boeing wanted to keep a strong relationship with colleges 
atid universities for future recruiting purposes, not just current hiring needs. 
He said the comp,my would continue to recruit new employees even if the 
joint-strike fighter contract wasn't awarded to them.
"With or without JSF, we're going to need more people," Maxfield said.
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Remember when 
you couldn't wait 
for tomorrow?
n v i D i A
talent'^ ^
NVIDIA does. We're the global leader in advanced 
graphics and multimedia processing technology, as well 
as one of the world's premier semiconductor companies. 
At NVIDIA, believing tha t anything is possible makes 
everything possible. To see what tomorrow w ill bring, 
consider a career with NVIDIA in one of the following areas:
Software Engineering 
Hardware Engineering 
Systems & Application Engineering 
. Finance (MBA)
Information Systems 
Architecture 
Technical Sales 
Technical Marketing
For in te rn , co-op, and fu ll- t im e  o p p o rtu n itie s , 
please v is it  us at the Hi-Tech In d u s try  Day on 
Monday, October 15, or e -m a il your resume to  
myfuture@ nvidia.com.
www.nvidia.com
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continued from page 1
a dittercMit kind ot protest tor the 
Cal Poly uroup. While ori»ani:ers 
had planned the event imtnths in 
advance as a peaceful inarch and 
vif;il to protest National Missile 
I\'tense, many came to promote a 
message of peace, condemning 
America’s recent homhin^'s of 
Aftihanistan, which, as one sii>n put 
it, were “a tool of terrorism — not 
democracy."
“CJounter-protests have sprung» 
up that are not related to what’s 
m)int; on today," said Clayton 
Whitt, co-director of the PSA and 
social science major, while holding 
a sit»n calling for the military to 
“aholish nukes now."
According,' to the Nuclear Atie 
Peace Foundation, similar demon­
strations were heintj held at 95 loca­
tions throuj^hout the world and the 
day was endorsed hy more than 250 
or^janizations worldwide.
Across the street, however, was a 
jjroup with an entirely different 
ajienda. Theirs was not a gathering 
to criticize the installation, hut one
to show their support for recent 
military action in the Middle East. 
They came out with their flag’s and 
banners encouraging passers-hy to 
show their support of the military
▼ .........................................................................
''Everyone out here has 
the right to be here. That’s 
one of the things that 
makes our country great.”
Cpt.Tom Knowles
VAFB director of public affairs
by honking.
“ It looks to me like they’re all 
pro-America," Knowles said.
Cdvil .servant IVe Perry, 43, came 
from her home in Santa Maria to 
show her support and said that 
recent events have given her a new 
respect tor those in uniform.
“1 think our generation really 
hasn’t been threatened — we’ve 
become complacent,” Perry said. 
“Sometimes it takes a major event 
to bring us all together."
Many in the group were former 
military officers, some even going so 
far as tci come in uniform.
“1 came to show support for our 
country," said George Shaw, a 
retired groundskeeper and veteran 
ot the Korean War. “You can’t run 
over us without some retaliation.” 
However, many among the pro­
testers acknowledged a feeling of 
uncertainty regarding the protest.
“ If there were a way to stand in 
the middle of the road with a sign 
that said ‘middle ot the road,’ 1 
would,” said Tommy Ferraro, an 
eighth-grade English teacher from 
Mountain View. “1 don’t want to see 
missiles up there, but 1 don’t know 
what the alternative is.”
A National Missile Defense pro­
gram would not have prevented the 
actions on Sept. 11, said PSA co­
director and political science major 
Sarah Elliott.
“One of the things the bombings 
show is how little it would have 
helped,” Elliott said.
Currently, Vandenberg is the 
U.S. launch site for Ballistic Missile 
I\'fen.se (BMD) interceptor tests, 
first-strike nuclear missile tests and 
military satellites, all of which will 
be applied to furthering war-fight­
ing capabilities through outer 
space.
INVASION
continued from page 1
Craft Center tent.
Diana Cozzi, ASI Events coordi­
nator, said ASI Campus Invasion 
gives students a chance to take a 
break and have fun during the day, 
as well as teach them more about 
what Cal Poly has to offer.
The idea for the event came up 
at a planning meeting during the 
summer. ASI program managers, 
who meet to discuss campus issues 
and concerns, wanted to do some­
thing similar to Week of Welcome, 
where all of the ASI program areas 
could provide new students with 
information about the opportuni­
ties available to them through
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ASI, Cozzi said. Thursday during UU hour at 11
“The purpose of ASI Campus a.m. ASI Events will present the 
Invasion was to extend the oppor- band Two-A-Day and offer more 
tunity to the entire campus,” she festival-style activities, 
said. “ If it goes well, we would like to
w ........................................  ................... .............. ..... -......................
"We’re inviting the entire campus community to spend 
time pbying, eating and seeing firsthand the programs 
and services that ASI has to offer.”
The managers decided to col­
laborate on the event, which was 
originally going to be called ASI 
Recess. The theme was changed, 
however, to fit in with ASPs 
already established MTV-based 
theme, “ I want my A SI.”
ASI Village will reappear
Angie Hacker
ASI president
do it annually,” Cozzi said.
As a close to the week, ASI 
Recreational Sports will hold its 
second annual softball tournament 
Friday at 4 p.m. in the Sports 
Complex. All faculty, staff and 
students are invited to participate 
in the event.
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Gardenhire, an aerospace engineer­
ing senior.
The system is intendei.1 tor mainly 
defensive attempts against the terror­
ist attacks th.it have taken place, 
Gardenhire said.
“We’re not developing any kind of 
system to actually go and do a lot ot 
destrucrion on a big scale,” 
Gardenhire said. “Ir’s actually so that 
it doesn’t happen to us.”
He added that the people who 
work in missile defense really believe 
in the idea of what they do and that’s 
why it has been succes.sfiil.
VAFB is the U.S. launch site tor 
Ballistic Missile Defen.se (BMD) 
interceptor tests, first-strike nuclear 
missile tests and military satellites, 
according to the press release.
Cal Poly’s Influence
Aaron Kutzmann, a recent Cal 
Poly graduate, is working as a config­
urator for B(K*ing, Co., meaning that 
he draws airplanes. Kutzmann wttrks 
in advanced design and is usually the 
first persrm to draw the airplane.
“My experiences at Cal Poly have 
almost perfectly prepared me for my 
job,” Kutzmann said. “The work 1 do 
here at Btx'ing is virtually identical
what 1 did at schtxil, except the 
hours are much better and they pay 
me for it.”
Aerospace engineering professor 
Dave Hall said most aero students go 
into their pro.spective fields. But not 
very many go into missile defense.
“Virtually all of out aerospace 
engineering graduates gti into the 
aetospace profession,” Hall said. 
Many graduates go to work for major 
companies like Lockheed Martin and 
Bixiing, Q x, while others go to the 
dozen or so smaller companies. Hall 
said.
l.\it of the 2(\} to 300 aerospace 
engineering students at Cal Poly, 
only a handful go into missile defense 
prtifessions at the.se companies. 
Gardenhire is one of these students.
He spent the summer working on 
mission planning and flight test
analysis at Lockheed Martin in 
Sunnyv.ile on a program called 
THA.AD, Theater Hiuh .Altitude 
.Area l \ ‘fense.
“1 was in charge of planning all the 
flight tests and doing post-flight 
analysis on all ot them,” Gardenhire 
said. “Flight testing is really impor­
tant because it really proves the sys­
tem.”
Right now, there is no actual 
defense against a missile att.ick that 
would penetrare rhe U.S. borders, 
bur rhey are working on a system that 
will protect rhe U.S. borders from 
any kind ot missile threat, 
Gardenhire said.
“1 think it’s an absolutely neces­
sary system tor us to implement ... we 
may never use it, bur then again, it 
something happens, the effort might 
all be worth it,” Gardenhire said.
The philosophy ot Cal Poly’s aero­
space engineering department is 
“learn by doing,” Hall said. Theories 
are taught in class and students arc- 
able to apply those theories in labs.
Two years ago, Newsweek ranked 
Cal Poly fourth in the country, 
behind the Naval and Air Force- 
Academies and Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University, in the cate­
gory of universities that don’t offer 
doctorate degrees. Hall said. Every 
year. Cal Poly competes in a nation­
al competition with other universi­
ties and has ranked either first, sec­
ond or third for the last 10 years.
Hall also said that there is a high 
rate of attrition between the fresh­
men and seniors in aerospace engi­
neering.
“If there are 100 freshmen, there 
will K- 50 sttphomores the next year, 
and only 25 graduating seniors,” Hall 
said. Many freshmen take the first 
aerospace course and decide they 
don’t like it. Títere is a ver\’ heavy 
workload for thetnajor. Hall said.
Despite the reejuired effort, 
Gardenhire will be able to graduate- 
earlier than most students and is glad 
he chose Cal Poly.
“Cal Poly is detinitely one ot the 
best schiHils in the country," 
Gardenhire said. "The profe.ssors 
really have a great reputation in the 
industry.”
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Draft shouldn't 
exclude women
It men and women are considered equal under the con- 
stitunon ot rhe United Stares, then women should nor he 
excluded trom rhe dratr.
Over the past years, many women have voluntarily 
enlisted and become otticers in rhe U .S. Armed Forces, 
now comprising 16 percent ot recruits. However, never in 
history have women been subject to Selective Service reg­
istration or a military dratr. Maybe it’s rime to make histo­
ry-
During World War 11, women were close to being dratt­
ed because ot a shortage ot military nurses. However, due 
to rhe overwhelming number ot volunteers, a dratt tor 
women was never implemented.
Many women are atraid ot being dratted because they
think it means they will be sent
Commentary ott to tight. Women are still
excluded trom direct ground 
combat positions, but this doesn’t mean that they aren’t in 
danger.
The Military Selective Service Act (M SSA ) authorizes 
the president to require the registration tor possible mili­
tary service ot males, but not teníales. Alter March 29, 
1975, men no longer had to register and Selective Service 
was placed on “deep standby.’’
In 1980, President Jimmy Carter decided that it was 
necessarv to reactivate the registration process. In 
response to rhe Soviet invasion ot Atghanistan, Carter 
requested Congress to allocate tunds tor reactivation and 
also reci'inmended that Congress amend the M SSA  to 
permit the registration and conscription ot women.
Congress agreed to reactivate the registration process, 
but It declined to permit rhe registration ot women. The 
exclusion td women trom the dratr was challenged in the 
courts, but the Supreme Court ruled against the ca.se, 
Rostker v. Goldberg (1981), basing its decision largely on 
the Department ot Detense’s policy that excluded women 
trom combat. The Court reasoned that because the pur­
pose ot registration was to create a pool ot potential 
inductees tor combat, teníales and males could be treated 
ditterently.
In 1992, 1994 and 1998, rhe issue i4 registration and 
con^'Cription ot women was conrinuallv addressed, but the 
General .Accounting Otticc (G A O ) continued to sav that 
there was no need to register women since they are still 
restricted trom ».lirecr ground combat. The G A O  based its 
decision on the Supreme (2ourr ruling b.ick in 1981.
Due to the recent terrorist .itracks in New York (.ht\ and 
W.i'hington, LXC., the issue ot a dratt has been on the 
minds t)t many .Americans. Not only because ot a dratt ot 
m.iles .iges 18 to 26, but also wvunen in the same age group.
It would be unt.ur ti> order m.iles to serve in the military 
.ind leave tem.iles back at home, tree to advance in their 
careers, while the men are ott tighting tor our country. 
There are many jobs that w»nnen can do in the military 
other than combat, jobs vary trom branch to branch, but 
most include jobs related to accounting, administration, 
communications, tood service, medical care, public attairs 
and many more.
It M SSA decides to allow the registration ot women, 
there will be clauses that exclude women tor various rea­
sons. One such exemption would be single mothers who 
have no one to care tor their children. However, this might 
result in an increase in pregnancies to avoid the dratt.
Whatever happens, 1 believe that women should be just 
as eager as men to support their country, even it that 
means being sent overseas. There are men out there who 
don’t want to be dratted, but they have no choice. So why
should we?
Leslie Edwards is a Journalism senior and Mustang Daily 
staff writer.
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Condit has right to run again
There was a silver lining to the cloud 
ot smoke that engulted New York City 
on Sept. 11 tor Congressman Gary 
Condit.
.As our nation tocused on hijacked 
airplanes, crumbling skyscrapers and 
tallen heroes, the time of crisis ottered 
Condit a reprieve from the scrutiny ot 
the public eye tor the tirst time since 
the May 1 disappearance ot intern 
Chandra Levy.
Ever the politician, Condit didn’t 
stay i>ut ot the spotlight too long.
(Amdit .innounced List Wednesday
Commentary b . u> r ■ 
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that would be needed to launch a cam- 
p.iign tor re-election next year to the 
House ot Representatives.
Condit stopped short ot saying he 
would run tor re-election -  the man is 
as evasive as this paper’s sports section 
-  but every indication is that he 
intends to. He also opened new cam­
paign offices in his district last week for 
the next term.
As he mulls over the possibility ot 
running tor an 8th term as the repre­
sentative ot C aliforn ia’s 18th 
Congressional district, Condit has 
faced criticism trom all sides, including 
many fellow Democrats in Washington 
who feel that he should retire. 
However, the people should still be 
able to decide whether or not to vote 
tor him.
The concerns ot his parry are obvi­
ous. Condit, who is married, has admit­
ted to being involved with Levy when
“/n general, he al)pears to he a good [)olitician whose social 
misgivings have gotten in the way of a successful career. ”
she worked in his office. He’s brought a 
constant wave ot negative publicity to 
rhe Democratic Parry ever since his 
involvement with Lew  became public 
knowledge in July.
The Democratic Parry wasn’t exactly 
a champion i>t moralirv prior to rhe 
Levy incident. On the heels ot a moral­
ly questionable term ot office tor 
President Clinton, rhe party is doing 
everything in its power to dist.mce 
Itself tntm any sort ot negative behav­
ior, and It Isn’t taking any chances with 
( Amdit.
Coincidentally, when the 
Congressional district boundaries were 
redrawn this year this by the Democrat- 
dominated California Legislature, 
Condit’s district nearly evaporated. His 
new constituents know little about him 
beyond the Levy scandal, and he will 
struggle even to be the representative 
ot his party in the race for that district.
But for all the negative publicity 
that has been showered upon him, 
Condit was never named a suspect in 
the Levy case. At worst, it appears he 
had an affair with Levy, which, 
although reprehensible, shouldn’t pre­
vent him from running for another 
term ot office.
Prior to the scandal, Condit enjoyed 
very high approval ratings in office. He 
IS a member ot the Intelligence 
(Committee. In general, he appears to
be a good politician whose social mis­
givings have gotten in the way ot a suc­
cessful career.
Some voters will pur personal char­
acter above political ideology, and 
stmie won’t. But it should be up to rhe 
pei>ple to decide it CiMidit »hould con­
tinue tt> represent his constituency.
Jacob Jackson is a journalism sopho­
more and Mustang Daily staff writer.
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Letters to the editor
Clarifying the definitions of 
controversial terms
Editor,
There seem to be many words thrown around 
these days by all types of people, not just the 
media, that are rarely defined and often mis­
used.
One of these words, “jihad,” was recently 
explained by Rodney Wallwork (“Dispelling 
the myths about jihad,” Oct. 11). I’m thankful 
tor his efforts in regard to that word, but frus­
trated by his lack of courtesy toward the word 
“fundamentalism” in the same article.
Contemporary usage applies the word funda­
mentalism to religious extremism, usually 
Christian or Muslim. Fundamentalism, howev­
er, only applies to Christianity, and even then, 
is not necessarily extremist. There are many 
Christian fundamentalists on this campus, espe­
cially in clubs like Campus Crusade for Christ 
and Poly Christian Fellowship (PCF). These 
people are not crazy. They do nor blow up 
buildings. They are not terrorists.
So what is fundamentalism.^ Originally the 
term was applied to Christians wht) placed great 
emphasis upon the Bible as the inspired, infalli­
ble and inerrant word of God, the sole authori­
ty for Christians. They placed great emphasis 
upon the historicity (i.e. it really, actually hap­
pened) of such events as the Virgin Birth, 
Crucifixion and Resurrection of Jesus Christ, in 
opposition to liberals. Through applying mod­
ern scientific and critical methods to the Bible, 
these liberals concluded that these events did 
not iK C u r. Much of the Bible was reduced to 
myth.
.^s such, fundamentalism is not a new phe­
nomenon. The conflict between fundamental­
ism and liberalism occurred largely during the 
end of the 19th century and the beginning t>f 
the 20th, culminating in the Scopes Trial. After 
that, it gained little attention until the last 10 
or st) years, with media favorites Jerry Falwell 
and Bob Jones University in the spotlight. 
These are the real fundamentalists.
Another misunderstiHid word that appeared 
in the paper recently (C')ct. 10) is “crusade."
All of the Crusades were NOT wars between 
religions, though it wtiuld seem that nu>st of 
them were. The key to understanding the 
Crusades is ('hristendom. Christendom was 
essentially the idea that asstKiated territory 
with the religion of the people, in this case 
western Europe and C'hristianity. Thus, the idea 
behind the Crusades was the protection of 
Christendom, not the aggression of C'hristians 
against people of another religion.
Ousades were prixlaimed against Cathar 
heretics in southern France, Mtxirs in Spain, 
pagans in eastern Europe, Muslims in the Holy 
Land and even the Pope’s political enemies in 
the Holy Roman Empire. S<i, while most of 
these Crusades were fought against non- 
C'hristians, tn>t all of them were, and to reduce 
the Crusades tt) the status of religious wars or 
holy wars is a gross oversimplificatitm. T4k- 
C'nisade was a very special type of holy war. 
Holy wars may K; fmight on behalf of a certain
religion, but the Crusades were fought on behalf 
of Christendom and proclaimed by the Bishop 
of Rome.
So, when you use words like “fundamental­
ism” and “crusade” in a sense other than the 
original, historical one, please define what you 
mean by it or use a different word that would 
better portray your meaning.
Disclaimer: The author does not intend this 
article as a defense of either fundamentalism or 
the Crusades, but rather as an explanation of 
those two words and their historical meanings.
admit that until minorities, women, gays, the 
disabled and the irreligious are treated fairly 
and as equals, that day is not yet here. A paci­
fist at heart I remain, but until the day that I 
have mentioned above arrives, of sound mind I 
shall foresightedly tarry the earth until my 
death as a human rights military hawk. Peace 
out!
Barnaby Hughes is a history senior.
Pacifists are ambiguous in 
their slogans
Editor,
I do not fully understand pacifists, although 1 
do know what they stand for. But one thing that 
I do understand is English. There is a particular 
sentence, “Rise above the violence,” written in 
chalk on a campus wall -  more vandalism, 1 
suppose. 1 laughed at the ambiguity of that sen­
tence because when you think about it, that is 
exactly what the military is doing. It is rising up 
into the air, via airplanes above the Taliban, 
and bombing the heck out of that violence- 
begetting regime.
You may call that violence, too, but one has 
to Uxik at the goal of the war. The goal of the 
war is not to exert physical impetus solely for 
the animus (if violating, damaging or abusing 
Afghanistan, nor is it an untamed force, as dic­
tionary definitions wcnild suggest. 1 am not sure 
if you have seen any videos put out by the 
Human Rights Watch, or by RAWA, the femi­
nist movement in Afghanistan, but the Taliban 
is being violent by killing women, homosexuals 
and non-believers in the penalty Kix of the 
sports stadium that we helped build them. 
What a wonderful way to punish genetics, by 
way of a final penalty: bang (!) right in the back 
of the head!
They warrant their violence through mythos 
(intuition, superstition, emotion and tradition), 
whereas the military’ operation’s goal is to stop 
this violence, and they are substantiating their 
means through logos (reason and logic.) You 
have to Kxik at the epistemology behind it 
before you go around claiming that this special 
war is nothing but a mindset lif violence.
C')ne wouldn’t call a karate match an act of 
violence, nor would one call a K^xing match an 
act of violence. The same applies to the war; 
the entity of the United States and its allies and 
the entity of Afghanistan Knh parleyed aK)ut 
the ramifications before the operation began. 
The terrorist attack, on the other hand, was an 
attack by waylayers. But this military operation 
is Kiing conducted with open knowledge that it 
is going to take place, and that the targets will 
be the Taliban, including all of its strongholds.
1 once saw a T-shirt that read something like 
this: “It will be a great day when our schixds get 
all the money that they need and the Air Force 
has to hold a bake sale to buy a bomber.” 1, tixi, 
wait for that day, but as a rationalist 1 have to
Rodney Wallwork is a modern languages and 
literatures senior.
Chalk slogans were not acts 
of vandalism
Editor,
In the Oct. 12 paper, you featured a picture 
on page 8 of one of the chalk drawings protest­
ing the bombing of Afghanistan and titled it “A 
random act of vandalism.” I think that the title 
was improperly applied, because it isn’t really 
vandalism. It’s chalk on a concrete wall, easily 
removed, not doing any real damage. It should 
have been titled “A random act of protest” or 
“A random act of freedom of speech.” In the 
Bill of Rights, people are entitled to the expres­
sion of their opinions. We, though we disagree 
with those opinions, are not entitled to put 
them down. If it had been spray paint or sesme 
permanent graffiti, it would be a whole other 
story, but this was an act of democracy, not 
machismo.
Sara Stovall is a history freshman.
Taliban is to Islam as 
KKK is to Christianity
Editor,
In tixiay’s world of extremism and terrorism 
in the Arab world, the greatness of the true 
Muslim religion has been lost in the eyes of the 
West.
Islam is believed to be an extension and 
completion of the Judeo-C'hristian faith. The 
word Islam literally means “complete submis­
sion to God” -  the same God of the C'hristians 
and the Jews.
Likewise, the same prophets, such as Moses 
and Jesus, or in Arabic, Musa Nabi and Isa 
Nabi, are venerated.
Islam came to the Arab people from the last 
prophet, Mohammed, in the early seventh cen­
tury A.D. He began his ministry at the age of 40 
when he claimed the angel Gabriel appeared to 
him in a vision. Muslims believe that the words 
of G(xJ came down through the angel Gabriel 
to Prophet Mohammed and were written down 
in a recitation. Tliese recitations were compiled 
in the Holy Qur’an.
In the Qur’an are stories of all the prophets, 
and It serves as a source of guidance by which 
all Muslims live their lives. The ideas of basic 
human rights and equal worth of women, toler­
ance, charity afid, aKive all, prayer to one CmxI, 
were revolutionary to the idolatrous, ruthless 
Bedouin s(K'iety of the pre-lslamic Middle East. 
In Islam’s golden era, Muslims made great 
advances in math, science, art and architecture
while living harmoniously with Jews and 
Christians under the Muslim Empire, which 
stretched from India through Arabia, northern 
Africa and Spain. We all must remember that 
fanatics like the Taliban do not represent Islam. 
Theirs is a perverted and distorted version of 
this great religion. An appropriate analogy 
would be that the Taliban are to Islam what the 
Ku Klux Klan are to Christianity. Terrorism 
should not be associated with any religion.
Sabiha Basra! Is an art and design sophomore 
and Progressive Student Alliance member.
Bombs kill indiscriminately, 
as history has shown
Editor,
I starred this letter in response to a student 
who was defending the dropping of the atomic 
bomb on Japan in World War II and the 
napaiming of villages in Vietnam. 1 was shocked 
that anyone could try to defend the killing of 
innocent civilians, especially so soon after our 
nation has learned that horror first hand. Early 
estimates place the death toll in New Ycrrk it 
around 6,000. But it is important to remember 
that the devastation in New York was visited 
tenfold to Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Other 
cities fared worse, and nuclear weapons weren't 
even needed. The incendiary bombings of 
Tokyo and Dresden killed well over 150,000 
people. If we can learn anything from the 
bombings of World War II or the Sept. 1 1 
attacks on New York and Washington, it is that 
Kxnbs kill indiscriminately. A bomb cannot tell 
the difference between children and terrorists.
So, what are we to do to defend ourselves.’ 
The vast majority of people seem to think that 
action must be taken to avenge those fallen. 1 
agree completely. But let’s use our heads, peo­
ple. What do you think bin Laden hoped to 
accomplish in his attack? Although the attack 
w'as powerful, it in no way %'ould have destroyeil 
the United States. One man, or one organiza­
tion, is not capable of toppling the world’s only 
superpower. In my (^pinion, bin Laden wanted 
us to attack Afghanistan. He hopes that we will 
unleash the full force of our military on such an 
underdeveloped nation. He is hoping that the 
United States will commit more atnx'ities and 
turn more people against us. By doing so, we 
will only make him stronger.
Instead, why don’t we embrace all Muslims? 
Why not fiKus our tremendous resources on 
bringing in those responsible, while at the same 
time helping the thousands of needy citizens in 
and around Afghanistan. I applaud the efforts 
President Bush has been making by sending aid 
to the refugees. I only hope the military has 
learned from the past and uses the utmost care 
to ensure no more innexents have to die. Bin 
Laden made the mistake of attacking a govern­
ment he d(X*s not agree with by attacking ll  ^
iniKxent citizens. Let us not make the s.ime 
mistake.
David Jewell is a history senior.
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explosive offense
LEADS MUSTANGS TO VICTORY
By Jacob Jackson
M U STAN G  DAILY STAFF WRITER
Seth RurtorJ was his usual brilliant 
self on Saturday niyht.
The 6-toot'Tinch, 240-pound 
senior put on the kind ot show the 
Mustang taithtul have come to expect 
in his one-and-a-halt-year tenure at 
the helm t)f the Cal Poly intense, 
throwing tor three touchdowns and 
runnin)» tor another in the Mustang’s 
H-24 win over Southern Utah at 
Mustang Stadium Saturday.
But he had some cianpany in the 
limeliLtht.
Joining him at center staye was 
senior wideour Adam ller:in^, who 
tortured the Thunderhirds’ secondary 
with three touchdown receptions to 
tie the school record set hy the 
departed Kassim Osgood.
Heriinfj’s pertormance, coupled 
with the Mustangs’ win, helped make 
Osgtxid a distant memor>', at least tor 
the night. Attet being upset hy 
Westetn Washington two weeks ago 
at home, it appears the Mustangs are 
officially hack to business as usual — 
delivering an offensive assault to 
theit opponents.
“That loss burned real had during 
the hye week,” Herring said.
The Mustangs (T 2) got rolling 
before the 6,310 tans in attend.mce 
even had a chance to get settled into 
their seats.
Daryll Jones took the opening 
kickoft near ins end rone and d.ished 
51 yards tint to the Southern Ut.ih
44-yard line. The Mustangs promptly 
went three and out, however, and 
were forced to punt.
Rut Brett Raker’s punt was fumbled 
hy the Thunderhirds at the 1 3-yard 
line, and the Mustangs recovered, 
setting up Navid Niakan’s 20-yard 
field goal with 10:37 left in the quar­
ter.
Two drives later. Southern Utah 
(1-5) countered with an impressive 
88-yard march down the field in 
merely six plays. Quarterback Hustin 
Randolph capped the drive with an 
18-yard jaunt into the end :one. 
Randolph faked a pitch to the hall- 
hack, tucked the hall under his arm 
and strolled into the end :one 
untouched to make it 7-3 in favor of 
the Thunderhirds.
On the first play of the Mustang’s 
next possession. Cal Poly running 
hack Paki Gordon tcxik a handoff and 
appeared to he stuffed at the line of 
scrimmage hy several Thunderhird 
defenders. But Gordon managed to 
Break free, bursting down the right 
sideline and howling over a defender 
before being tackled after a 35-yard 
gain.
"He can make plays, and he’s at his 
best when a play breaks down,” Cal 
Poly coach Rich Ellerson said of 
Gordon after the game. “He frightens 
the heck out of a defense.”
Twi.) plays later, on third .ind 10 at 
the Thunderhird 39-yard line, 
Rurford showed why defenses have 
been fearing him all season. Flushed 
out of the pocket by Southem Utah’s 
pass rush, Rurford scampered down
■V.
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Cal Poly quarterback Seth Burford scrambles for extra yardage during 
Saturday night's game against Southern Utah University. Burford 
passed for 183 yards and three touchdowns, and ran for 81 yards, 
including a two-yard touchdown run in the first quarter.
the left sideline and out of Kninds for 
a 29-yard gain.
Two plays later, he finished off the 
drive with a 2-yard plunge into the 
end :one tii put Cal Poly back on top 
10-7 with 1:07 left in the first quarter.
In the second quarter, Rurford and 
Her:ing went to work on rewriting 
the scluxil record Kxiks.
From midfield, the duo worked the 
fake-and-go to perfectitm as Rurford 
pump-faked to Her:ing along the 
sideline and then hit him streaking
downfield for a 51-yard score with 
5:03 left in the half.
Wes Reese caught a 23-yard scor­
ing pass from Randolph with less 
than minute remaining in the halt to 
pull Southern Utah within three 
going into the half.
Rut in the third quarter, Rurford 
and Herring put the game »xit of 
reach, connecting on a pair ot scores 
to put the Mustangs up 34-17.
The Must,mgs face rival U.C^ 
Davis on the road next Saturday.
Cal Poly hitters overwhelm Burmaster, Highlanders 3-0
By Laura Vega
M U STAN G  DAILY STAFF WRITER
The C'al Poly volleyball players 
were not the *>nly familiar faces on 
the court m Mott Gym Friday night. 
San Luis Obispo native Shannon 
Burmaster appeared across the court 
from the Mustangs, wearing a U.C. 
Riverside uniform.
' t
Carly O'Halloran (left) and Worthy Lien block a kill 
attempt during Friday night's win over the Highlanders.
Burmaster, an outside hittet who 
played against some of the Mustangs 
in high schixil, hoped to celebrate a 
win in her hometown. But it was the 
Mustangs who earned the celebration 
with a 3-0 sweep against the 
Highlanders 35-33, 30-20, 30-12.
“We came out strong,” Burmaster 
said. “Towards the end we just didn’t 
know how to finish it and they
p u s h e d  
through.”
Cal Poly 
climK'd to 10- 
5 overall and 
4-4 in Rig 
West play. 
Riverside, a 
newcomer to 
Division I 
com petition, 
fell to 8-9 
tiverall and 1- 
7 in the con­
ference.
Cal Poly 
led by as many 
as four points 
in game one. 
but was
unable to 
break away as 
R i v e r s i d e  
came back to 
tie the score 
six times. The 
crowd of 531 
was on its feet 
when the 
Mustangs hit
29-26. A tap and an ace by 
Burmaster, however, preceded a 
bliKked kill attempt by Cal Poly’s 
Kristen O ’Halloran, which tied the 
game at 29. After each team missed 
two game points. Mustang junior 
Worthy Lien registered back-to-back 
kills for a I-O lead.
“It felt really gtxxJ," Lien said of 
the game-clinching point. “ (The 
team) set it up for me and it was awe­
some.”
“The first game was kind of a tight 
one,” O ’Halloran said. “They were 
playing really well and we were just 
tr\’ing t») get into out grcxne.”
The Mustangs found their gnxive 
when they opened the second game 
with a 7-0 run. jump serves by defen­
sive specialist Gwen Hubbard led the 
charge.
Cal Poly t(xik its confidence into
the third game with ,i 5-0 start and 
led 15-2 when Burmaster f.iiled to 
stop a slam by O ’Halloran.
“They served aggressively in the 
first game, which impacted our ball 
control, which didn’t allow us to get 
as many quality swings,” said C2al Poly 
head coach Steve Schlick. “We 
ser\’ed aggressively and did the exact 
same thing as they did to us in the 
first game. We created s«Mne problems 
for them — a Kn of down ball, free 
ball situations — so we were the one 
that was on the offensive.”
O ’Halloran paced the Mustang 
offense with 14 kills, while her sister 
C^irly O ’Halloran recorded 24 assists. 
Lien collected 1 3 kills, hitting a blis­
tering .611 in the match. Hubbard 
scored two aces while contributing 
four kills.
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BRIEFS I
' Cross country men, women take first
i By Lauren Chase
MOSIANG Wkr SIAM AHITIH
The Cal Poly men's and women’s cross country 
teams each ran away with the title at the annual 
Cal Poly Invitational on Saturday at the Fairbanks 
Memorial Course across from Cuesta College 
Cal Poly had the advantage of being able to 
practice on the course over the past few weeks to 
get familiar with it.
"We know the course in our sleep," Audrey 
Amara said
On the men's side, the race consisted of two 
major hills and three laps around the entire 
course
At the end of the first lap Southern Utah’s 
Majeed Abud and Cal Poly s David Jackson were 
tied for first and Mustangs Jake Bouey and Matt 
Swaney were in fifth and ninth position
Fifteen minutes into the race Jackson pulled 
away down the stretch to take the lead
By the third lap Jackson had an insurmount­
able lead as he brought the men to victory with a 
time of 26 14 Jackson nearly broke last year's 
course record, set by Cal Poly's Adam Boothe, 
who ran a 25 49 Abud finished second at 26 48 
On the women's side. Kathryn Schlegel and 
Jessica Dahiberg finished third arid fourth overall 
Schlegel was in third place and Dahiberg. in 
fifth place, was gaming ground as they climbed 
Tower Hill
Schlegel held strong and finished at 18 35 for 
I third place and Dahlb^g. who picked up some 
• time on the back side of the hill, finished at 18 37 
I for fourth place Track West’s Kristin Harper won 
I first place with a time of 1807
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Mustangs let one slip away in OT
By Lauren Chase
M U STANG  DAILY STAFF WRITER
Those who attended Friday night’s 
soccer game in Mustang Stadium 
couldn’t help but walk away disap­
pointed.
For nearly 70 mitiutes Cal Poly 
held on to a 1 -0 lead, but eventually 
fell to U.C. Irvine in overtime, 2-1.
"We had our opportunities and we 
should have put it away,” forward 
Cxiry Pasck said.
Cal Poly (1-6-1) was able to find 
the net in the 27th minute. 
Midfielder James Newton assisted to 
midfielder Ramon Manak. Manak 
exhibited great ftxrtwork at the top of 
the Krx and juked three Irvine play­
ers just before hitting the top, right- 
hand corner of the goal.
The Anteaters (5-3-3) evened up 
the game at 69:32 when midfielder 
Jesse Perón passed to midfielder 
ITirdo Acuna, who scored im 
Mustang goalkeeper Greg Blevins.
Acuna was at the right place at the 
right time as the ball riciKheted t>ff 
his back and slipped past Blevins.
The Mustangs had their best 
chance to win the game at 88; 30 
when forward Matthew McNally 
passed a long ball to midfielder Evan 
Clark, wh(3se shot deflected hard off 
the post.
Irvine’s Jon Spencer, forward, 
slipped past the Mustang defense to 
score an unassisted goal to win the 
game in overtime for the Anteaters.
